Numerical analysis of a dual polarization mode-locked laser with a quarter wave plate
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Abstract

Dynamical behaviors and frequency characteristics of an active mode-locked laser with a quarter wave plate (QWP) are numerically studied by using a set of vectorial laser equation. Like a polarization self-modulated laser, a frequency shift of half the cavity mode spacing exists between the eigen-modes in the two neutral axes of QWP. Within the active medium, the symmetric gain and cavity structure maintain the pulse's circular polarization with left-hand and right-hand in turn for each round trip. Once the left-hand or right-hand circularly polarized pulse passes through QWP, its polarization is linear and the polarized direction is in one of the directions of \( \pm 45^\circ \) with respect to the neutral axes of QWP. The output components in the directions of \( \pm 45^\circ \) from the mirror close to QWP are all linearly polarized with a period of twice the round-trip time.
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Without any polarization-selection element in a cavity, the birefringence effect complicates the dynamical behavior of a laser. For example, the output of a VCSEL at a low injection current is linearly polarized in one of its eigen-axes. The increase of the pump current causes the red shift of the wavelength because the refractive index of the gain medium increases with the injection current [1,2] and, therefore, the change of the polarization occurs at certain current level. Another phenomenon is the polarization self-modulation (PSM) which results from the insertion of a quarter wave plate (QWP) into the laser cavity [3,4]. This dynamical behavior is also found in some couple cavity lasers such as a VCSEL subject to an optical feedback passing through a QWP [5–11]. Both experimental results and theoretical analysis all reveal that PSM is attributed to the frequency shift between the eigenmodes in the neutral axes of QWP [3,9,12].

If we insert a loss modulator with a modulation frequency of the cavity mode spacing into a laser
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with QWP or a birefringence element (BE), it acts as in an active mode-locked laser. We would like to know whether a mode-locked pulse train (MLPT) is obtained and what about its dynamical behavior? In order to simulate this case accurately and to reveal the corresponding physical mechanism, the longitudinal structure of the cavity has to be included in the numerical analysis. Moreover, the correct equations are required to express the light transmission through QWP or BE and the modulator. The electric field should be expressed as a vector and the gain depends on the polarization of the light in the laser equations. In this paper, the vectorial laser field equations and the mathematical method proposed by Yang et al. [13] are used to analyze the interaction of the light with the population inversion and to explore the dynamical behaviors and the frequency characteristics. In order to assess the validity of the model, our numerical simulation first reproduces the previous experimental results about PSM in a laser with QWP. The insertion of a loss modulator can force the laser to operate at a mode-locked state. The interesting dynamical behaviors and the corresponding polarization property are analyzed.

Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic structure of a mode-locked laser with a BE whose neutral axes are set on the eigen-axes of the cavity where the eigen-axes are in X- and Y-directions and the longitudinal axis of the cavity is in Z-direction. The loss modulator and the gain medium are close to the two cavity mirrors $M_A$ and $M_B$, respectively. Therefore, the mode-locked pulse can be modulated and amplified continuously when it propagates back and forth in the cavity. The frequency of the modulator is taken as the cavity mode spacing, $\Delta v_f = c/2L$ where $L$ is the cavity length.

The following normalized laser equations are used to describe the interaction of the forward and backward vectorial electric fields in the cavity with a homogeneous broadening gain medium [13]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial E_{xf}}{\partial t} + v \frac{\partial E_{xf}}{\partial z} &= \int_0^{2\pi} p_t \cos \theta d\theta - kE_{xf}, \\
\frac{\partial E_{xf}}{\partial t} + v \frac{\partial E_{xf}}{\partial z} &= \int_0^{2\pi} p_t \sin \theta d\theta - kE_{xf}, \\
\frac{\partial E_{xb}}{\partial t} - v \frac{\partial E_{xb}}{\partial z} &= \int_0^{2\pi} p_b \cos \theta d\theta - kE_{xb}, \\
\frac{\partial E_{xb}}{\partial t} - v \frac{\partial E_{xb}}{\partial z} &= \int_0^{2\pi} p_b \sin \theta d\theta - kE_{xb}, \\
\frac{\partial p_t}{\partial t} &= (E_{xf} \cos \theta + E_{xf} \sin \theta)D - \gamma_{\bot} p_t, \\
\frac{\partial p_b}{\partial t} &= (E_{xb} \cos \theta + E_{xb} \sin \theta)D - \gamma_{\parallel} p_b, \\
\frac{\partial D}{\partial t} &= R - \gamma_{\parallel} D - \sum_{\delta = f, b} [(E_{\delta} \cos \theta + E_{\delta} \sin \theta)p_{\delta}^* + c.c.],
\end{align*}
\]

where $E_{xf}$, $E_{xf}'$, $E_{xb}'$, and $E_{xb}$ are the forward and backward components of the electric fields, respectively. $p_t$ and $p_b$ are the polarization of the gain medium. $D$ and $R$ are the angular distribution of population inversion and the pump rate. $\gamma_{\parallel}$ and $\gamma_{\bot}$ are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates of the gain medium. $v$ and $k$ are the light speed and the propagation loss in the gain medium. In the following numerical process, both the
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gain and the pump are considered isotropic in the transverse plane. Meanwhile, the gain and the pump are assumed to be uniform in $Z$-direction for simplification.

After a BE is inserted into a Fabry–Perot cavity, the eigen-modes of the laser splits into two series of longitudinal modes with a frequency shift of $\Delta \nu_B$ by considering the difference of the cavity lengths in the neutral axes of BE, $\Delta L_B$, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The dependence of $\Delta \nu_B$ on $\Delta L_B$ is shown in Fig. 1(c). $\Delta \nu_B$ reaches its maximum value of $\Delta \nu_F = \frac{2a t}{\lambda}$, where $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength and $a$ is an integer. On the other hand, the number of the modes on the neutral axes depends on the gain linewidth $\Delta \nu_G$ for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. First, the multi-mode oscillation is formed if $\Delta \nu_G > \Delta \nu_F$. Second, $\Delta \nu_G \geq \Delta \nu_B$ and $\Delta \nu_G \leq \Delta \nu_F$ corresponds to the single-mode state in both neutral axes [9]. Finally, only one mode in one of the neutral axes is limited at $\Delta \nu_G < \Delta \nu_B$. This is the reason for the linearly polarized output of a VCSEL with a low injection current.

The modulated transmittance of the loss modulator can be written as

$$T_m = T_0 [1 - A_m (1 - \sin 2\pi \nu_F t)],$$

where $T_0$ and $A_m$ are the transmittance of the electric field and the modulation depth, respectively. After considering the other loss factors such as the tilted interfaces of two media, which will cause the slight difference of the two losses in the neutral axes, the equivalent reflectance of the electric field for the mirror $M_A$ and these losses are taken as: $r_{Ax} = 0.949$ and $r_{Ay} = 0.946$. Meanwhile, if the phase shifts caused by the BE in the neutral axes are defined as $\theta_B$ and $-\theta_B$ after one round-trip, the corresponding reflectance for the combination of the losses $r_{Ax}$ and $r_{Ay}$ and the BE can be written as

$$r'_{Ax} = r_{Ax} \exp(-i\theta_B),$$

$$r'_{Ay} = r_{Ay} \exp(i\theta_B)$$

and $\theta_B = \pi/2$ for a QWP. The reflectance of mirror $M_B$ and the cavity length are taken as: $r_{Bx} = r_{By} = 0.99$ and $L = 0.6 \text{ m}$. The modulator parameters, $T_0$ and $A_m$, are taken as: 1.0 and 0.1, respectively. If we use a semiconductor amplifier as the gain medium, the typical parameters are as

![Fig. 2. The intensity waveforms and the spectra of the output components from mirror $M_A$: (a) and (a') in the neutral axes of the QWP; (b) and (b') in the directions of $\pm 45^\circ$ with respect to the neutral axes in the polarization self-modulation state without the loss modulator.](image)
follows: $\gamma_{||} = 1 \text{ ns}^{-1}$, $L_M = 1.5 \text{ mm}$, and $k = 0.001$, where $L_M$ is the optical length of the gain medium. Since transverse relaxation rate is inversely proportional to the homogeneous broadening, the single-mode state on both neutral axes corresponds to $\Delta v_G \geq \Delta v_B$, and the line-width of the broadband spectrum of a frequency-shift feedback semiconductor laser is about $5 \text{ GHz}$ [14]. It is reasonable that $\gamma_{\perp}$ is taken to be $10 \text{ ns}^{-1}$ for a semiconductor medium according to the actual experimental results [1,8,14]. The pump threshold of the above system is about $19.5$ from our simulation and the pump $R$ is taken as $80$ in the following analysis.

In order to assess the validity of the model, we simulated the PSM state in the laser with a QWP

Fig. 3. The intensity waveforms and the spectra of the output components from the two cavity mirrors: (a) and (a') in the neutral axes of the QWP and from $M_A$; (b) and (b') in the directions of $\pm 45^\circ$ with respect to the neutral axes of the QWP and from $M_A$; (c) and (c') in the neutral axes and from $M_B$; (d) and (d') in the directions of $\pm 45^\circ$ and from $M_B$. 
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but without the loss modulator. Numerical results are shown in Fig. 2. As revealed by the previous experiment [3,9], a frequency shift of ΔνF/2 exists among the longitudinal modes in the neutral axes of the QWP. The intensity waveforms from mirror MA are slightly different due to the difference of rAx and rAy in Fig. 2(a’) and (a). In the directions of ±45°, PSM effect is obvious and the two optical spectra are identical, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (b’). Our simulation also reveals that PSM in Fig. 2(b) gradually becomes the sinusoidal modulation and the multi-mode spectra in Fig. 2(a’) degenerate into a single mode in the neutral axis as the cavity length decreases. Once the cavity length L is less than 6 cm, the single longitudinal mode spectrum and the stable outputs in the neutral axes can be obtained because ΔνF is close to the homogeneous broadening being about γc/π, which corresponds to the experimental results of VCSEL [1,8,9].

Fig. 3 shows the intensity waveforms and the optical spectra of the MLPTs from mirrors MA and MB after the loss modulator is added. In the neutral axes of QWP, the laser acts as two solitary mode-locked lasers and the two MLPTs are in phase due to the common modulator, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c), and the difference of the peaks from mirror MA attributes to the difference of the losses rAx and rAy. A shift of ΔνF/2 between the longitudinal modes is shown in Fig. 3(a’) and (c’). Since the optical spectra in the directions of ±45° are the vector mapping of the two spectra in the neutral axes, there is a frequency separation of ΔνF/2 for both of them due to the frequency shift, as shown in Fig. 3(b’) and (d’). Like a polarization self-modulated laser, in the directions of ±45°, the MLPTs from mirror MA are all with a period of twice the round-trip time and at the antiphase state in Fig. 3(b). However, the output components from mirror MB are all with a period of one round-trip time and in phase in Fig. 3(d).

The above dynamical behaviors can be explained by the synchronous back and forth propagation of mode-locked pulses in two neutral axes of the QWP in the cavity, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c). The vector superposition of two mode-locked pulses in the neutral axes of the QWP is linearly polarized in the directions of 45° or −45° when it is
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located at the region between the QWP and mirror $M_A$. Having passed through the QWP, it changes into a circular polarized light either left-hand or right-hand. The following amplification of the light by the gain medium does not affect its polarization property due to the circular symmetry of the gain and the pump. After the amplification is finished and it enters the region between QWP and mirror $M_A$, the polarization comes back linearly but in the directions of $\pm 45^\circ$. Thus, the linear polarization in the directions of $45^\circ$ or $-45^\circ$ in the region between QWP and mirror $M_A$ and the circular polarization with right-hand or left-hand between QWP and the mirror $M_B$ are all alternate with a period of twice the round-trip time, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The output from $M_A$ is with a period of twice the round-trip time but the output intensity from $M_B$ is with a period of the round-trip time in Fig. 3(d). This explanation is also the same as the laser with an inhomogeneous broadening gain medium since the phase locking among the longitudinal modes is induced by the modulator and does not depend on the population inversion. Further simulation reveals that the approximate symmetry and the adequate length of the cavity are essential for the alternation of the pulse in the directions of $45^\circ$.

When the difference of the cavity lengths in the two neutral axes produced by the BE slightly deviates from the quarter-wave, the MLPTs on the neutral axes are almost the same as with a QWP, as shown in Fig. 4(a) where $\Delta \ell_B = 0.9\lambda/4$. $\Delta \ell_B$ in Fig. 4(c) follows the relationship shown in Fig. 1(c). However, a small modulation for the two MLPTs in the neutral axes is in phase and there is a frequency shift of half the cavity mode spacing between them. In the directions of $\pm 45^\circ$, the sum and difference frequency effects among $\Delta \ell_B$ and $m\Delta \ell_F$ can be found in Fig. 4(d) where $m$ is an integer. The complete modulation on the MLPTs is obvious in Fig. 4(b) with the frequency of $|2\Delta \ell_B - \Delta \ell_F|$.

In summary, our simulation predicts that a mode-locked laser with a QWP and a loss modulator can operate at dual polarization states. In the neutral axes of the QWP, the two MLPT are both in phase and there is a frequency shift of half the cavity mode spacing between them. In the directions of $\pm 45^\circ$, the two MLPT with a period of twice the round-trip time and at antiphase state can be obtained from one of the cavity mirrors. The dynamical behavior results from the shifting of the longitudinal modes in the neutral axes.
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